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Examples
Hydrogen: 1 proton, 1 electron

Helium: 2 electrons, 2 protons, 2 neutrons

The first energy level can hold a maximum of 2 electrons



Examples



Examples

Lithium: 3 electrons, 3 protons, 4 neutrons

On the outher level (shell) 1 electron: the Li element is placed in the
1st Group of the periodic table



Atomic number and atomic
mass

AMU: atomic mass units: one twelwth of the mass of a carbon-12 atom 
(1AMU =1.66053904 × 10-27 kilograms)

Unified atomic mass: aproximately the mass of one nucleon (proton or
neutron)

S: 32 protons + neutrons

Fe: 56 protons + neutrons



Isotopes
Isotopes are variants of a particular chemical element which differ 
in neutron number. All isotopes of a given element have the same 
number of protons in each atom.
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Radioactive, primordial and 
stable isotopes
 Radioactive isotope
 Radioactive decay is the process by which an unstable atomic nucleus loses 

energy by emitting radiation, in form of an alpha particle, beta particle, 
neutrino. A material containing such unstable nuclei is 
considered radioactive

 for example: alpha decay

𝒁
𝑨𝑿 → 𝒁−𝟐

𝑨−𝟒𝒀 + 𝟐
𝟒𝑯𝒆
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Radioactive, primordial and 
stable isotopes
 Stable isotopes: non-radioactive isotopes
 an element can have more then one stable isotope

 eg. 35Cl and 37Cl

 Hydrogen and Deuterium

 different stable isotopes show similar chemical properties

 Primordial isotopes: nuclides found on Earth that have existed in 
their current form since before Earth was formed
 were formed in the Big Bang

 they are the stable nuclides plus the long-lived fraction of radionuclides
(half-life longer than the age of the Earth: 4.6 billion years)

 only 286 such nuclides are known (253 + 33)



Nuclides



Periodically changing 
characteristics
 Electron configuration

 Atomic radii

 Ionization energy

 Electronegativity

 Electron affinity

Metallic character

 Linking or bridging groups



Electron
configuration
 organization of electrons on
electron shells

 the number of electrons and shells
is increasing with the number of 
rows, and columns

 the filling up of the electron shells
and subshells with electrons takes
place according to the Madelung rule

 shells/subshells/nr. of electrons on
a shell → see Quantum mechanical
atomic modell



Atomic radius
 decrease along the period

 increase along each group

 ! provide important evidence
for the Quantum theory

 it is explained by the weak
interaction between the nucleus
and the electron shell (the
characteristics of the electron
shell – subshells/nr of electrons
on shells energy levels – affect
the interaction between the
nucleus and the electron shell)



Ionization energy
 the first ionization energy is the necessary energy for removing one
electron from the electron shell (second for removing a second electron)

 great jumps occur at ionizing the noble gas atoms



Electron affinity
 the amount of the energy released, when an electron is added to the
neutral atom to form a negative ion

 when a shell is completed, the amount of released energy is increased



Electronegativity
 is the tendency of an atom to attract electrons

 affected by the atomic radii and the number of electrons

 affected by the number of electrons on the last shell – valence
electrons

 F is the most electronegative

 Cs is the least electronegative



Metallic character
 the lower is the
 electronegative character

 electron affinity

the more METALLIC character the element has
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Linking or bridging groups
 show characteristics in-between the two blocks that link





Elements, 
compounds, 
mixtures



Elements
Element: a chemical element is a species of atom having the same 
number of protons in their atomic nuclei (that is, the same atomic 
number, or Z)

Example: sulphur (S), iron (Fe).                     All elements have a symbol



Compounds
Compounds: more than one element, chemically combined in a fixed 
number

for separating them we need chemical reactions

Fe +S =  FeS
high temperature



Mixtures
Mixture: different elements not chemically combined together

for separation we use physical methods (filtration, chrystallization, 
distillation)


